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The line tension model of obstacle hardening is modified to account for the thermally activated,
kink-limited glide of 1/2〈111〉 screw dislocations, allowing application to the plastic flow of bcc
metals. Using atomistically-informed dislocation mobility laws, Frenkel-Kontorova simulations and a
simplified dislocation obstacle model, we identify a new size effect for intermediate obstacle densities,
where the activation energy for screw dislocation motion halves once the obstacle density falls below
a critical value. Our model shows striking agreement with fracture experiments across a wide range
of unirradiated and irradiated bcc metals. In particular, we demonstrate that the presence of defects
in the crystal lattice can at most double the ductile to brittle transition temperature.

The motion of a dislocation line through a random
field of static obstacles is a classic problem of theoretical
metallurgy1–7. Whilst obstructions to dislocation mo-
tion in real materials are diverse, including forest dislo-
cations, point defect clusters, solute atoms, precipitates,
voids and gas bubbles amongst others8, many models
do not focus on specifics of the dislocation-obstacle in-
teraction mechanism9–12, instead assigning a threshold
obstacle bypass stress then gauging the effect of the ob-
stacle distribution on the flow stress4. The model is
further simplified by treating the elastic self energy of
the dislocation, which is in principle given by a sum
of an orientation-dependent line energy and its second
derivative13, by an isotropic line tension µb2/2, where µ
is the shear modulus and b is the Burgers vector of the
dislocation1. The resultant model has a powerful gener-
ality which has been widely studied in materials science
and statistical physics14,15.

The prototypical configuration of such models is shown
in the left of figure 1. An applied shear stress σ exerts a
total force bσL on a dislocation pinned between two ob-
stacles spaced by L, resulting in the dislocation forming
a circular arc with a radius of curvature µb/2σ. Obstacle
bypass occurs once the total force on the obstacle pin-
ning the dislocation line exceeds some defined threshold
fth, allowing the dislocation to shear through the obsta-
cle, or the total force causes the radius of curvature for
two neighboring segments to fall below L/2, whereupon
the segments combine and ’pinch off’1,8. The thresh-
old condition fth = bσFL thus yields σF = fth/(bL) for
a single segment. Applying this relation to an obstacle
distribution, theoretical hardening laws and line tension
simulations all exhibit the famous Friedel relationship3–7

σF = αµb/〈L〉, where 〈L〉 is the average obstacle spac-
ing and α is a dimensionless constant dependent on the
obstacle distribution.

Models of obstacle hardening are of clear relevance
to irradiation induced embrittlement, where a relatively
clean initial microstructure is populated with an increas-
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FIG. 1. Left: a simple elastic dislocation line pinned to obsta-
cles under an applied stress. Obstacle bypass occurs once the
applied stress exceeds a certain threshold value inversely pro-
portional to the distance between obstacles. Right: the same
model with a kink-mediated dislocation mobility mechanism.
Obstacle bypass occurs once the stress on the kink pile-up
exceeds a threshold that is independent of the obstacle sepa-
ration, provided that the two pile-ups do not meet (see figure
2).

ing density of nanoscale defects under irradiation, which
impede dislocation motion8. The ability to predict the
conditions under which irradiation induced embrittle-
ment occurs remains a critical objective for nuclear ma-
terials science16, in particular for body centered cubic
(bcc) materials such as ferritic steels17 and tungsten18,
where the brittle-to-ductile transition is known to be con-
trolled by dislocation mobility19,20. Accurate modelling
of obstacle hardening in bcc metals is also essential to
understand the ductility of oxide dispersion-strengthened
steels21, which exhibit a large and unexplained strength
variability under current manufacture techniques.

Plastic flow in bcc metals is famously controlled by the
thermally activated, kink limited motion of 〈111〉 screw
dislocations22–24. Due to the large kink pair formation
free energy 2Fk(σ,T), the flow stress of bcc metals is
highly temperature dependent even in the absence of ob-
stacles, i.e. σF → σ0

F(T) as 〈L〉 → ∞. The plasticity
of bcc metals is thus completely incompatible with the
Friedel flow stress relationship σF ∝ 1/〈L〉, which by
construction is athermal and vanishes as 〈L〉 → ∞. In
studies of bcc plasticity8,23–25, the flow stress σF instead
emerges as that required to maintain a realistic strain
rate.
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FIG. 2. Three regimes of kink limited motion through obsta-
cles. Left: the key regime identified in this work. When the
available segment length L̃ > L∗, equation (1), the screw dis-
location velocity is length independent and has an activation
energy equal to the formation energy of a single kink. Center:
when L̃ < L∗, the activation energy doubles and the velocity
is linearly dependent on the segment length. In both cases,
obstacle bypass occurs independently of the obstacle spac-
ing. Right: when obstacles are sufficiently strong or closely
spaced, the kink pileups meet before bypass and the dislo-
cation cannot propagate. The critical stress in this regime26

obeys the classical Friedel relationship σF ∝ 1/L, where L is
the obstacle spacing.

In this paper, we revisit the classic line tension obsta-
cle hardening model, adding a lattice resistance to allow
application to modelling bcc plasticity. The inclusion
of a kink mechanism induces a qualitative change in
dislocation-obstacle interaction, as illustrated in Figure
1B. For realistic applied stresses (well below the Peierls
stress1), dislocations do not bow out, as the lattice
resistance counteracts the applied stress. Dislocation
migration instead occurs through the thermal nucleation
and propagation of kink pairs23,24, which form pile-ups
at segment pinning points under an applied stress.

Previous studies of the influence of obstacles on kink-
limited screw dislocation motion8,26–28 have identified a
size effect in the limit of densely distributed strong obsta-
cles, where kink pileups forming on either side of pinned
segments met, as illustrated in figure 2C. In this case,
a segment of length L can support up to L/(2wk) kink
pairs, where wk is the kink width. The total force ex-
erted by the kink pileups forming on either side of a
dislocation segment is σbhkL/wk, where hk is the kink
height. Equating the pileup force equal to a defined
threshold fth, we find σ = wkfth/(bhkL), thus recovering
the classical Friedel flow stress relationship σF ∝ 1/〈L〉.
This has been demonstrated in dislocation dynamics
simulations26.

Our main result is the identification of a new regime
controlled by a well known size effect in the kink nucle-
ation rate1,29–31 operative on longer length scales, where
the activation energy for kink limited dislocation motion
halves from 2Fk to Fk once the average dislocation seg-
ment length L becomes greater than a stress and tem-
perature dependent critical length

L∗(σ,T) = b exp [βFk(σ,T)] . (1)

In this regime, obstacle bypass still occurs once the total
force σbhknk exerted by a pile-up of nk kinks exceeds
some defined threshold fth, but the obstacle spacing is
sufficiently large that the obstacle bypass occurs before
the opposing pileups meet, as shown in the left of figure

2. As a result, in the limit of dilute obstacles the flow be-
havior is almost independent of the obstacle spacing. For
higher obstacle densities the effective dislocation length
for kink nucleation is restricted, causing a doubling of
the kink nucleation energy and a length dependent dis-
location velocity, restricting the rate of plastic flow, as
shown in the center of figure 2. Through multiscale sim-
ulations and comparison to a wide range of experimental
data we show that this provides a powerful model for
understanding irradiation induced embrittlement.

Using the Frenkel-Kontorova model29 and kink-limited
dislocation-obstacle simulations we evidence a modified
Orowan flow law23,31,32

ε̇ =

{
ρb〈L〉ω0 exp [−2βFk(σ,T)] 〈L〉 ≤ L∗(σ,T)

ρb2ω0 exp [−βFk(σ,T)] 〈L〉 ≥ L∗(σ,T),
(2)

where ρ is the dislocation density. Employing dislocation
mobility laws for unirradiated materials parametrized
from atomistic simulations23,31,33, we show that under
temperatures and applied stresses appropriate for the
ductile-brittle transition (DBT), the critical length L∗

falls to values of order 10−1µm, well within the range
of typical obstacle spacings 〈L〉. As illustrated in figure
2, the effective activation energy for dislocation motion
thus doubles once the density of obstacles increases and
the characteristic obstacle spacing 〈L〉 falls below L∗,
a phenomenon which signifies the onset of embrittlement.

We find compelling agreement with our model through
comparison with experimental measurements of the brit-
tle to ductile transition temperature (DBTT) in a wide
range of high purity bcc metals34 and neutron-irradiated
low activation steels17. In particular, the single kink
activation energy flow law is in very good agreement
with experimental data on pure materials. This signa-
ture is entirely compatible with low temperature bcc
plasticity studies25, which find a double kink activation
energy as a characteristic parameter in the dislocation
mobility law, as in the low temperature regime explored
in Ref. 25 the critical length L∗ is very large, of order
103 − 104µm, and thus the activation energy related
BDT transition remains outside the range of parameter
space spanned by observations. Applying our model to
irradiated materials we find that the DBTT can at most
double due to the presence of obstacles, a powerful qual-
itative relationship which is clearly obeyed in fracture
experiments on neutron irradiated low activation steels
of widely varying composition.

The paper is structured as follows. In section 1 we ex-
plore Frenkel-Kontorova simulations of pinned screw dis-
location segments, where the transition in the activation
energy for dislocation motion as a function of disloca-
tion segment size is confirmed. In section 2 we review
dislocation mobility laws for unirradiated materials, pa-
rameterized from atomistic simulations23,31,33 and pro-
duce quantitative estimates for the stress and tempera-
ture dependent critical length L∗(σ,T). In section 3 we
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condense the observed phenomenology into a simplified
dislocation-obstacle interaction model to obtain robust
statistical data on the transition in screw dislocation ve-
locity. Finally, in section 4 we compare the predictions
of our model to temperature controlled fracture exper-
iments performed on a wide range of unirradiated and
irradiated bcc metals.

I. FRENKEL-KONTOROVA SIMULATIONS OF
PINNED SCREW DISLOCATIONS

The phenomenology of kink-limited dislocation mo-
tion has been extensively studied25,33,35 using the stress
driven Frenkel-Kontorova model29, which for a line of N
nodes with slip plane positions xn = (bn, hξn), has a po-
tential energy

E =
∑
n

κh2

2b2
(ξn+1 − ξn)2 + V sin2(πξn)− b2hσξn, (3)

where κ is the line energy of the FK model, V the Peierls
barrier and σ the applied stress. Without loss of gener-
ality, we choose energy units of V and length units of b.
With h = b this system has a Peierls stress σp = πV/b3;
setting κ = 200V gives a kink energy of Uk = 40V/π
and a kink width parameter of 10b/π, yeilding the highly
mobile kinks appropriate for 〈111〉 screw dislocations in
bcc metals33. For the Frenkel-Kontorova model, the kink
free energy is given by Fk(σ,T) ∼ Uk(1−σ/σp) for small
stresses22. In the kink-limited regime the line velocity v
is simply related to the net kink nucleation rate in the
direction of the applied stress Γ̄ = Γ(σ)−Γ(−σ) through
v = bΓ̄23. Dynamics are generated using the over-
damped Langevin equation with either periodic bound-
ary conditions ξN = ξ0 or pinned boundary conditions
ξN = ξ0 = 0, taking ensemble averages to produce ro-
bust statistical data36.

A typical individual simulation configuration is illus-
trated in figure 3a). For migration distances up to around
25% of the line length, we find the velocity of a pinned
line is comparable to that of a periodically repeated dis-
location segment of the same length, confirming that the
only effect of the pinned boundary conditions is to create
two kink pileups, with no effect on the bulk of the line.
Figure 3b) demonstrates that for short lines Γ̄ ∝ L, but
above a certain length threshold L∗(σ,T) this becomes
length independent. By comparing similar simulations
at a range of temperatures, one can extract an activation
energy from the slope of an Arrhenius plot (β, ln Γ̄)37.
Combining these simulations, we confirm that for short
segments Γ(σ) ∼ (L/b) exp[−2βFk(σ)], whilst for longer
segments Γ(σ) ∼ exp[−βFk(σ)], the activation energy
thus halving for longer lines (figure 3c)). It is also possi-
ble to observe the crossover at a fixed line length simply
by varying the temperature and applied stress, as shown
in figure 3d). In agreement with literature data1,30,31,
we find that the crossover length L∗(σ,T) is well pre-
dicted by equation (1), L∗(σ,T) = b exp [βFk(σ,T)]. We
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FIG. 3. Frenkel-Kontorova model simulations showing size
effects in the kink nucleation rate. a) A pinned and unpinned
Frenkel-Kontorova dislocation under applied stress. b) Arrhe-
nius plot of the average velocity. The activation energy halves
at high temperature. c) The activation energy halves for seg-
ments longer than a critical length L∗(σ,T). d) Velocity is
proportional to the segment length L below L∗(σ,T) and is
independent of length above L∗(σ,T).

provide a derivation of the crossover length in appendix
A.

The dislocation segment size effect on the kink nucle-
ation rate found in our simulations is well known1,29–31,
though to the best of our knowledge it has not been pre-
viously applied to dislocation-obstacle models. Here, the
dependence of the kink nucleation rate Γ̄ on the segment
length L forms the central hardening mechanism in our
model, with the crossover length (1) being the critical
length scale when comparing to experiment, to a large
degree independent of the details of dislocation-obstacle
interaction.

II. KINK FORMATION FREE ENERGY

Whilst our Frenkel-Kontorova simulations can cap-
ture the statistics of the kink nucleation rate as a
function of segment length and kink formation energy
over a wide parameter range, the intrinsic simplicity of
the model clearly cannot reproduce the complex stress
and temperature dependence found in fully atomistic
simulations23,38–40. In particular, the kink formation free
energy and flow stress is known to vanish at both the
so-called ‘athermal’ temperature Tath

22,41 and a tem-
perature dependent flow stress8,22,24,31. Accommodation
of these features is known to be essential to accurately
model high temperature screw dislocation motion and
thus capture experimental data. Recent calculations of
the zero stress double kink formation free energy in tung-
sten confirms the large contribution of vibrational en-
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FIG. 4. a) An Arrhenius plot (−Fk/kBT, 1/kBT) and b)
crossover length L∗ (1) computed using the kink formation
energy (4), with values of Uk = 0.33eV, σp = 900MPa and
Tath = 700K appropriate for a screw dislocation in Fe41. Ap-
plied stress and temperature have dramatic effects on L∗ but
the effective activation energy changes by less than 10%.

tropic terms which are not predicted in harmonic ap-
proximations using static curvatures40. Following pre-
vious studies, a general approximate form of the kink
formation free energy reads8,22,24,31,41

Fk(σ,T) = Uk

(
1− T

Tath
− σ/σp

1− T/Tath

)
. (4)

In figure 4a) we show that for realistic applied stresses
(σ <∼ 200MPa), an Arrhenius plot of (−Fk/kBT, 1/kBT)
yields a slope that varies by less than 10% for realistic
resolved shear stresses (150MPa) present under typical
experimental strain rates ε̇ <∼ 10−4s−1, showing that the
stress and temperature dependence of (4) predominantly
affects the entropy (i.e. prefactor) of kink nucleation.
The consequences of this entropic boost can be clearly
seen, however, when using (4) in our expression (1) for
the crossover length L∗, being the characteristic length
scale where the effective activation energy for plastic flow
halves. As shown in fig 4 for bcc iron, under realistic
stresses and temperatures the crossover length can be
as low as 10−2µm, whilst pure materials typically have
dislocation mean free paths of the order of µm8. The
fact that the crossover length L∗ is comparable to typ-
ical microstructural length scales is a key factor in the
stress, temperature and obstacle density dependence of
the brittle-to-ductile transition and is a key conclusion of
this paper.

III. DISLOCATION OBSTACLE MODEL

To probe the effect of a random obstacle array
on screw dislocation mobility we have used a simpli-
fied dislocation-obstacle model which captures the phe-
nomenology of our Frenkel-Kontorova simulations. An
initially straight dislocation propagates into an array
of obstacles, where it is pinned and split into multiple
segments of lengths {Li}. As has been noted in pre-
vious studies26–28, when a dislocation segment propa-
gates a distance d, the finite kink width w reduces the
effective segment length for further kink nucleation to

L̃i = Li − 2wd/h, meaning no segment can propagate
further than hLi/2w, as illustrated in Figure 2. Using
the results above, we assign to each segment a velocity

v(L̃, σ,T) = ω0b
2

[
1

L∗(σ)
− 1

L∗(−σ)

]
min(L∗, L)

L∗(σ)
(5)

where Fk(σ,T) is taken from equation (4). Without loss
of generality, we set σ > 0. In the rare event limit the
1/L∗(−σ) term has a negligible contribution to (5), upon
which ρbv(〈L〉, σ,T) is precisely the Orowan flow law (2).

In each realization of our simulations, a simulation cell
of width W and height H is populated with a uniformly
random array of N obstacles with an initially straight
dislocation line lying at the bottom of the cell. The dis-
location line is propagated forward a distance d0 until
an obstacle is met, then the global clock time is updated
to tG = d0/v(W,σ,T) and the dislocation line is divided
into segments.

A pinned segment of length L will propagate a distance
v(L̃i)∆t in a time ∆t, creating an additional v(L̃i)∆t/hk
kink pairs which pile up at the segment ends. As dis-
cussed above, the total force exerted by a kink pile up
of height nhk on an obstacle is given by nσbhk. With a
threshold obstacle force fth, the segment will bypass the
obstacle once the number of kinks in the pileup exceeds

nth =
fth
σbhk

. (6)

In practice, there will be two kink pileups of size nLi (nRi )
on each side of a dislocation segment. When any pileup
exceeds nth, the two segments either side of the obsta-
cle are combined, with the remaining kinks propagated
to the ends of the new joined segment. The maximum
number of kink pairs that the segment can support (as
illustrated in figure 2C) is given by Li/(2wk). If the cor-
responding pileup height Lihk/(2wk) is less than nth, the
segment will remain pinned until a neighboring segment
breaks free. If all the segments are pinned in this man-
ner, the applied stress is not sufficient to induce plastic
flow, i.e. we are below the Friedel flow stress, which we
ensured did not occur in the simulations used here.

The simulation algorithm is therefore as follows: For
each segment i of available nucleation length L̃i, the
distance d̃i to the nearest obstacle is calculated, giv-
ing a segment collision time t̃i = d̃i/v(L̃i). The expres-
sion for the collision time, accounting for the length de-
pendent mobility, is given in appendix B. The smallest
collision time tmin = min{t̃i} updates the global clock
time tG → tG + tmin; each segment migrates a distance
v(L̃i)tmin, with one segment thus bisected by an obsta-
cle. If the total migration distance past the obstacle on
the left or right of a segment is greater than nthhk, then
the neighboring segments are combined and the remain-
ing kinks move to the segment ends. Typical simulation
snapshots are shown in the inset of figure 5.

Using this simulation procedure, we can extract the av-
erage dislocation velocity and effective activation energy
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characterizing plastic flow across a wide range of applied
stresses, temperatures and obstacle densities and obsta-
cle strengths. The results of these simulations are shown
in figure 5. For low obstacle densities, such that the ob-
stacle spacing is greater than L∗, the dislocation velocity
is initially unchanged from the obstacle-free lattice case,
with an activation energy being equal to the single kink
formation energy. However, above a threshold obstacle
density (see below), the dislocation velocity drops rapidly
and the characteristic activation energy doubles. To re-
cover the same dislocation velocity, the temperature of
the system has to effectively double. In the next section
we will see that all of this phenomenology is exhibited in
fracture experiments on unirradiated and irradiated bcc
metals.

To predict the dependence of dislocation motion on
the density of obstacles we require an analytic expres-
sion for the expected pinned segment length 〈L〉. Dislo-
cation glide is modeled as planar in a given slip system in
our simulations, meaning that a random point obstacle
distribution in 3D space with an average density c has
an average density cs on the glide plane, where s is the
characteristic obstacle size, typically from 4b to 10b. As
a dislocation segment will depin from an obstacle once
the kink pileup height exceeds nthhk we thus ask for the
length 〈L〉 of a pinned dislocation with nth kinks whose
swept area contains a single obstacle. In appendix C we
show this is given by

〈L〉
wk

= nth

[
erf(
√
φ)

2
√
φ

+
2 + φ

2φ
e−φ

]
, φ = csn2thwkhk, (7)

where erf(x) ≡
∫ x
0

exp(−x2)dx. This expression takes

simple forms for when the kink width wk (∼
√
κ/V for a

line tension κ and Peierls barrier V 33) is much larger or
smaller than the obstacle spacing. In the limit of a large
kink width the swept area is approximately a triangle,
yeilding 〈L〉 =

√
πnthwk/(4

√
cshk), whilst for a small

kink width the swept area is approximately a rectangle,
yeilding 〈L〉 = 1/(csnthhk).

In figure 5, we plot the results of simulations using a
fixed obstacle density of ρs ' 1/(1500bwk), and thus a
fixed 〈L〉, capturing the effect of variable temperature
and stress by varying L∗ by around an order of magni-
tude above and below 〈L〉. For each value of L∗ the av-
erage drift velocity was obtained across the same set of
800 independently generated obstacle distributions, uni-
formly distributed across a discrete grid to avoid very
close obstacles (simulating athermal annealing in a real
material42,43) with density ρs ' 1/(1500bwk). As can
be seen, the theoretical prediction (5) using equation (7)
for 〈L〉 gives excellent agreement with our simulations,
showing that the length dependent mobility of individual
pinned dislocation segments clearly transfers to directly
determine the average velocity of dislocation lines moving
with kink-limited mobility through a field of obstacles. In
particular, for low obstacle densities, where 〈L〉 < L∗, we
see that the dislocation velocity is unaffected by the ob-
stacle field, giving a clear single kink activation energy.

FIG. 5. Predicted and calculated ensemble average velocity
with varying critical length at fixed obstacle density, equiva-
lent to varying density at a fixed critical length. Inset: Sample
configurations from coarse grained model of screw dislocation-
obstacle interactions. Kink pileups are approximated by an-
gled lines rather than steps for computational efficiency.

This behavior is confirmed in the next section, where we
compare our model to experimental data.

IV. COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENTS ON
PURE AND IRRADIATED BCC METALS

In this section we compare predictions derived from
our model to strain and temperature dependent measure-
ments of the brittle-to-ductile transition (BDT) temper-
ature TBDT in a wide range of high purity single crys-
tal bcc metals34 and irradiated low activation ferritic-
martensitic steels of great practical importance to the
fission and fusion industries17. In the experiments, small
bars of the candidate material are subject to either
bending34 or impact17 tests at a controlled temperature
until the sample fractures; in the bending tests the strain
rate can also be controlled. The degree of ductility in im-
pact tests is determined by the amount of absorbed en-
ergy before fracture. It is well known19 that in the bend-
ing experiments the character of failure mode undergoes
a step change as a function of temperature, varying from
brittle cleavage at low temperature to semi-brittle frac-
ture to ductile bending over a narrow temperature range
termed the brittle-to-ductile transition, with the center of
the transition region giving the DBT temperature TBDT.

As embrittlement is known to be controlled by disloca-
tion mobility in bcc metals19,20, the strain rate ε̇ and tem-
perature TBDT at which ductile fracture occurs is often
interpreted using the Orowan flow law23,31,32 ε̇ = ρb2v.
This is equivalent to the statement that ductile frac-
ture occurs at the brittle-to-ductile transition temper-
ature TBDT once dislocation motion can relax the exter-
nally applied stresses sufficiently rapidly to avoid failure.
Using the expression (2) for the Orowan flow law appro-
priate for unirradiated materials, where the dislocation
mean free path is large and 〈L〉 > L∗, our model pre-
dicts the simple Arrhenius relation for the unirradiated
brittle-to-ductile transition
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FIG. 6. Plot showing the agreement between characteris-
tic activation energies for the BDT temperature TBDT, de-
rived from an Arrhenius plot of TBDT versus strain rate34,
with the single kink formation energy predicted by atomistic
simulations33,35.

log |ε̇unirr(TBDT)| = − Uk
TBDT

+ Sk + ln |ρb2ω0|. (8)

Equation (8) is a main result of this paper, predicting
that the characteristic activation energy for ductile frac-
ture in the low obstacle density materials is the single
kink formation energy Uk = Fk + TSk. As discussed
above and illustrated in figure 4, the large kink forma-
tion entropy Sk significantly reduces the crossover length
L∗ to submicron values, i.e. well within the 〈L〉 > L∗

criterion, but due to a fairly weak temperature depen-
dence we find that the observed activation energy should
be the single kink formation energy Uk.

We find remarkable agreement with the prediction
of equation (8) across a range of high purity unirradi-
ated bcc metals; figure 6 plots the experimentally de-
termined activation energy for ductile fracture against
the calculated single kink formation energy using atom-
istic simulations33,35, showing extremely tight correla-
tion. The similar fracture behavior for single and poly-
crstalline tungsten confirms that the dominant fracture
mode is transgranular and thus controlled by dislocation
mobility. We emphasize that the clear evidence for a
single kink formation energy strongly supports a fun-
damental underlying mechanism of our model, that the
characteristic activation energy for kink nucleation en-
ergy halves for long screw dislocation segments.

Having verified the predictions of our model on the
DBT of unirriadiated bcc metals, we now apply it to
the interpretation of experiments studying irradiation-
induced shifts in the brittle-to-ductile transition temper-
ature TBDT in low activation steels. Due to the greater
range of factors involved in the sample preparation, ex-
perimental data sets for irradiated materials invariably
consider a smaller output parameter space than those
for unirradiated materials, complicating detailed inter-
pretation. In particular, changes in the DBTT are typ-
ically determined through Charpy impact tests, where
the absorbed energy is measured as a function of sample
temperature, meaning the imposed strain rate cannot be

FIG. 7. Observed values of TBDT in various irradi-
ated reduced-activation ferritic/martensitic (RAFM) steels17,
which contain a diverse range of alloying elements. TBDT

clearly doubles at high obstacle density (low irradiation tem-
perature), but then returns back to the value characteristic of
unirradiated steel as the obstacle density decreases (high irra-
diation temperature). Importantly, this behaviour is largely
independent of the presence of alloying elements.

resolved.
In the experimental data considered here17, samples of

low activation ferritic-martensitic steels were subjected
to neutron irradiation to a fixed dose under a fixed irra-
diation temperature Tirr before Charpy impact tests were
performed at a range of temperatures. The absorbed en-
ergy measured in a Charpy impact test is well known
to sharply increase with increasing sample temperature,
which is associated with a ductile response44; fitting a
smooth step function to these data then determines the
DBTT. The fracture was observed to be transgranular,
confirming that dislocation mobility, as opposed to grain
boundary strength, controlled the mechanical response.
As post-irradiation annealing rates increase with Tirr

45,
positive shifts in the DBTT associated with the accumu-
lation of radiation defect clusters should be suppressed
by increasing Tirr as the obstacle density decreases.

Figure 7 shows the resultant DBTT data from these
experiments17. A dramatic manifestation of the quali-
tative behavior described above is clearly observed. The
DBTT (expressed in Kelvin units) approximately doubles
if the steel samples are exposed to irradiation at relatively
low temperature, generating high density of irradiation
defect clusters impeding the motion of dislocations, but
sharply returns to approximately the unirradiated value
over a narrow window of around 50◦K in Tirr.

Importantly, this behavior is seen across a range of
steels with a variety of impurity compositions, indicating
that the underlying physics of a sharp doubling of TBDT

with irradiation dose if steels are exposed to irradiation
at low temperatures is an intrinsic fundamental property
of the crystal microstructure rather than the specifics of
a particular impurity-defect interaction.

The observed behavior can be simply understood in
our model. It is clear that a ductile response to the
Charpy impact test requires a similar dislocation veloc-
ities for irradiated and unirradiated materials. In the
unirradiated case, the temperature required for ductile
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flow is Tunirr
BDT ' 173K. Using the modified Orowan law 2

validated in our simulations, the temperature of the brit-
tle to ductile transition in an irradiated material Tirr

BDT
can be expressed as

Tirr
BDT =

2Fk
Fk/Tunirr

BDT + ln |〈L〉/wk|
≤ 2Tunirr

BDT (9)

where the upper bound corresponds to the limit of high
obstacle density and small values of 〈L〉. Using values
appropriate for Iron, we find that Tirr

BDT > 1.8Tunirr
BDT

for 〈L〉 < 100b, showing that the upper limit is valid
for a wide range of obstacle densities. This provides a
clear rationalization of the available experimental data,
which also shows that the Tirr

BDT is bounded from above
by 2Tunirr

BDT. We also note that the return of the BDT
temperature to its value characteristic of unirradiated
steels in the limit where samples were exposed to
irradiation at high temperature does not imply the
absence of obstacles, all that is required for the recovery
of the BDT temperature to its original low value is the
decrease of the volume density of obstacles, resulting for
example from coarsening of microstructure.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have introduced a new theory of ob-
stacle hardening for bcc metals, which accounts for the
thermally activated flow of 1/2〈111〉 screw dislocations.
Via multiscale simulation and theoretical analysis of ther-
mally activated plastic flow through a random obstacle

array, we show that the characteristic activation energy
for plastic flow halves when the average obstacle spacing
is above a well defined threshold value which depends
only weakly on the specifics of dislocation-obstacle inter-
action and is dominated by the kink formation energy.

Our model predicts that the characteristic activation
energy for ductile fracture is the single kink forma-
tion energy, in excellent agreement with fracture experi-
ments across multiple bcc metals. We also predict that
the brittle-to-ductile transition temperature (BDTT) in-
crease following irradiation amounts to at most doubling
the BDTT of an unirradiated material, which is also in
agreement with fracture experiments on low activation
ferritic-martensitic steels. The powerful relationships re-
vealed by our analysis should aid the design of radiation
resistant materials; the use of the above model to give
quantitative predictions of irradiation-induced shifts in
the BDTT require separate estimates of characteristic
obstacle distribution, which will be the topic of future
work.
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Appendix A: Derivation of the crossover length

In steady state dislocation glide, where kink nucleation
is a rare event, the kink population is in thermal equilib-
rium and the drift velocity is proportional to the number
of kinks1. As kinks can only be produced in pairs, the
kink contribution to the partition function for a line of

length L = Ñb reads

Z =

∞∑
r=0

Ñ ! exp (−2rβFk)

(Ñ − r)!r!
(A1)

=
1

2
[1 + exp (−βFk)]

Ñ
+

1

2
[1− exp (−βFk)]

Ñ
,

where the last equality uses the binomial expansion. The
expected number of kinks in thermal equilibrium is given
by

〈nk〉 = −β−1 ∂

∂Fk
logZ (A2)

= Ñ
e−βFk(1 + e−βFk)Ñ−1 − e−βFk(1− e−βFk)Ñ−1

(1 + e−βFk)Ñ + (1− e−βFk)Ñ
,

which has two limiting cases of interest- the thermo-
dynamic limit Ñ → ∞ and the low temperature limit
β →∞. As both appear as powers (A2) these limits will
be competing; the thermodynamic limit will be harder to
reach at low temperature and vice versa. In the thermo-
dynamic limit Ñ →∞ we find that

lim
Ñ→∞

(1− e−βFk)Ñ

(1 + e−βFk)Ñ
= 0, (A3)

giving an expected kink population of

〈nk〉 →
Ñ

exp(βFk) + 1
∼ Ñ exp(−βFk), (A4)

which is the expected Fermi distribution for single kinks.
However, in the rare event limit of interest in this work
the Boltzmann factor exp(−βFk) is small (∼ 10−6 for
room temperature Fe); to fourth order in the Boltzmann
factor we can make the expansion

〈nk〉 →
Ñ(Ñ − 1)

2
exp(−2βFk), (A5)

which has the double kink energy. To see where the ther-
modynamic limit is expected to compete with the low
temperature limit, we look for the system size for which
〈nk〉 = 2 (the smallest possible non-zero population) and

solve for Ñ . Approximating Ñ(Ñ − 1) ' Ñ2 we find a
crossover length L∗ given by

L∗ ' b exp(βFk). (A6)

Appendix B: Derivation of the segment collision
time

Consider a dislocation segment with an available kink
nucleation length L̃i, as illustrated in figure B.1. Un-
der an applied stress the line will nucleate and accu-
mulate kinks, eventually (in the absence of obstacles or

detachment) forming a triangle of height L̃i/α, where

http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevB.84.064106
http://books.google.co.uk/books?id=zyoT068mu0YC
http://books.google.co.uk/books?id=zyoT068mu0YC
http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLetters103.260601
http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLetters103.260601
http://link.aps.org/doi/10.1103/PhysRevE.88.012135
http://dx.doi.org/ 10.1103/PhysRevB.89.024104
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α = wk/hk is the ratio of kink width to kink height. A
finite collision time is therefore only possible if an obsta-
cle lies inside this triangle; we consider such a case, with
the obstacle lying a glide distance d away from the line

segment. Using the rare event limit of the velocity law
(5) and defining v0 ≡ ω0b exp (−βFk(σ)) we have three
cases for the collision time

∆t(d) =


− L∗

2αv0
log
[
1− 2αd

L∗

]
L̃ ≤ L∗

L̃−L∗

2αv0
− L∗

2αv0
log
[
1− 2α

L∗

(
d− L̃−L∗

2α

)]
L∗ < L̃ ≤ L∗ + 2αd

d/v0 L̃ ≥ L∗ + 2αd

(B1)

FIG. B.1. Illustration of segment collision time calculation.
The maximum propagation state is shown as a transparent
line. The diamond obstacle has an infinite collision time as it
lies outside the propagation state.

Appendix C: Average segment length in an obstacle
field

Consider obstacles uniformly randomly distributed
across a space discretized into voxels of volume δV , with
an average density ρ. The probability of finding an ob-
stacle in a given voxel is simply ρδV ; the probability of
finding no obstacles in N voxels and then one obstacle in
a given further voxel reads

ρδV (1− ρδV )
N
. (C1)

Let the N voxels fill a closed surface of volume W =
NδV . Taking the continuum limit δV → dV at constant

W , we find

ρδV (1− ρδV )
N → ρdV exp(−ρW ), (C2)

We now let the volume be a right trapezoid of thickness
s, with a fixed angle arctan(hk/wk), maximum height
nthhk and width L, giving a volume function (easily
found geometrically) of

W (L) =

{
sL2hk/wk L < nthwk
sn2thwkhk + nnthhk(L− nthwk) L ≥ nthwk

(C3)
The probability of finding such a volume of width L
empty then exactly one obstacle when extending by dL
is given by

P (obs. ∈ [L,L+ dL]) = ρ(dW (L)/dL) exp(−ρW (L)),
(C4)

which clearly integrates to one, as eventually at least one
obstacle will be found. The average width 〈L〉 is thus
given by

〈L〉 = ρ

∫ ∞
0

ρ(dW (L)/dL) exp(−ρW (L))dL, (C5)

whose evaluation is in the main text.
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